
A natural progression from Fabric Effects in Sugar: First Steps and Basic Skills, re-issued in 2013, 
Classic Fabric Flowers in Sugar is solely focused on how to make a range of simple fabric effect 
flowers and a range of leaves.  All of these flowers offer a simple alternative to making the usual sugar 
flowers, which often take a long time to construct. These techniques are usually quicker but equally 
attractive. 

The flowers featured include: the rolled rose, the pleated rose, a hybrid half rolled and half pleated rose, 
cabachon roses, simple blossom, textured and double sided blossom, patterned paste blossom, rosette 
flowers, pointed petalled fantasy flower, concave flower, poinsettia, Christmas rose and mistletoe.

Gary Chapman developed an interest in sugarcraft in the early 1990s when he joined Merehurst Publishing 
Company, a leading publisher of cake decorating books. Invigorated by this exciting edible art medium he 
invented the fabric-effects in sugar technique in the early 1990s, published his own book Fabric Effects in Sugar 
and gave demonstrations and classes all over the UK and America. He now lives in Stroud, Gloucestershire and 
is is fortunate in being able to pursue his various passions – publishing, marketing books, writing, the Jazz Age 
and cake decorating.

PRESS RELEASE

• Fantasy inspired flowers are currently hugely popular 
• Colour photography and clear instructions
• Full step by step photographs of how to make the 

flowers and leaves
• Includes several different types of fabric effect roses
• Describes the three essential techniques of rolling, 

folding and pleating
• Illustrates the techniques of double sided paste and 

texturing or embossing 
• Shows the use of flower centres - wired and on cocktail 

sticks
• Includes stunning floral samplers and examples of cakes 

featuring fabric effect flowers
• Details many sources of inspiration
• Complements Gary Chapman’s Craftsy class Rolled 

Fondant Flowers http://bit.ly/167JePu
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A colourful step-by-step guide showing how to 
make a range of fabric effect flowers and 

leaves from roses to fantasy flowers for cakes

Also available:

 Gary Chapman, Edditt Publishing,
01453 751817 /  07713348628

gazchappers@btinternet.com/ www.eddittpublishing.com / www.garychapmancakes.com 
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The flowers and leaves in the book


